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By TAMMY SCARTON
At least one campus security cadet has quit his
job because of a newly-enforced financial aid law
that could jeopardize the aid of other students
working on campus.
Melvin Petty quit his job because, "They said I
had more money than I needed to go to school.
Personally. I feel nobody can have enough money
to go to school. ...
"My reeling is if I had too much money, I
wouldn't be working."
Federal law states a student receiving financial
aid may not earn more than is needed to pay
educational expenses. This amount is based on
what is called a need figure.
A need figure is how much money — after stu-

dent and family contributions — that a student
needs to go to school. If financial aid awards are
less than the need figure, a student can work to
meet the need figure. But federal law states a student cannot earn more than that.
"It's crazy," Financial Aid Director John
Sellers said. "We're telling them to earn money,
but don't earn too much."
He said he was aware of two students who had
quit their jobs because of the financial aid law. He
would not release names.
It is unclear how many students will be affected
by the law. Sellers said "maybe 30 to 40" students
would be affected, while a dining hall spokesman
See JOBS, page 2

Bittersweet
basketball

JMU-UVa game brings
no happy hour to bar
By JIM DENERY
I screwed up.
After all The Breeze's
stories about the lottery
system for tickets for the
Virginia game, I forgot to go
fill out a lottery card.
I figured it was no real
loss, though, since the game
was going to be televised. F
decided to go watch the
game on JMV wide-screen
television.
I screwed up again.
I was running a little late.
I only got there 40 minutes
before the game, so there
were no seats left.
I couldn't see much, but I
did catch most of the pregame show, Up Against the
Best, with Paul Davis, who
called it Up Against the Wall
to the delight of most of
JMV television audience.
The pre-game show pitted
the theme music of An Officer and a Gentleman
(Virginia) against Rocky III
(JMU).
I really don't understand
the significance of Virginia's
music, but Eye of the Tiger
Virginia center Ralph Sampson argues with a referee In Wedneeday night's
game here, which JMU lost, 51-34. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Lab
rats

Psychology majors hypothesize
about humane after experimenting
with white rats.
Inside, page

9

was definitely appropriate
since we were as big an
underdog as Rocky Balboa
ever was.
On the way to JM's, I
assumed that most of the
people who would be there
would be among the 972
students who lost out in the
lottery. Instead, everybody I
managed to talk to said they
never bothered trying.
"I'm kind of lazy about
getting a ticket," said Stacy
Phillips, a sophomore
business major from Fairfax.
"It's pretty rough to get
one."
Dave Schneaman, a
freshman accounting major,
said he "didn't have a
chance to get down there."
After straining my neck to
see the pre-game show on
the big screen, I moved over
to the normal-sized television
on the other side of the bar.
There were about 30 people
over there before the game
started, another 20 joined
them when the action began.
See FROM JM'S, page 2

» GAME STORY, ANALYSIS - page 15

Happy Birthday to us
The Breeze Is 60 years old today, and we've
come a long way, baby.
Inside, page
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Hardees: Port Republic site faces opposition
By JOHN CASTALDI
An attempt by Hardcc's to build a restaurant on
Port Republic Road across JMU's south entrance
has been seriously threatened by local opposition.
The setback for Hardee's occurred at a Harri son burg City Council meeting Nov. 23. The
council unanimously voted to postpone a vote on
rczoning the land on Port Republic until Dec. 7.
Boddie-Noell Enterprises, the franchise agent
for Hardee's, had been trying to get two plots of
land in Harrisonburg rezoned to build Hardee's
restaurants.
After the Harrisonburg Planning Commission
approved the rczoning request for the Port
Republic site and a site on the corner of Cantrcll
Avenue and Reservior Street, the council voted to
accept the request for the Cantrell-Reservoir site.
The next step for Boddie-Noell is purchasing the
Cantrell-Reservoir plot. Robert Sullivan of the
planning commission said he expects Boddie-Noell
to purchase the plot.
But behind the motion of Councilman Raymond
Dingledine, Jr., the council during the Nov. 23

Jobs
(Continued from page 1)

estimated 80 to 160 food service employees might
be affected.
Sellers said a student who is nearing the limit or
has been overawarded can quit the job — as Petty
did — work fewer hours or repay loans, grants,
scholarships or other financial assistance.
"We'll try to work it out in the least painful
way," he said. "But noboby wants to give back
money they've been given."
"I don't like it," he^aid. "But it's a federal
law. We're just doing what is supposed to be done.
It's making financial aid look like the bad boy."
Sellers said the federal law previously had not
been enforced at JMU because the monitoring of
the financial aid files had been done manually.
"Federal and state auditors have come here and
looked at our files and said we're overawarding,"
he said. "Our answer's always been, *We know,
but we don't have the manpower to monitor them
all.' "
Financial Aid Assistant Ann Scroggin said starting next semester, a computer will print out how
much money the student has earned at his job, his
need figure and the difference between the two
figures. Money earned this semester will be included. The information will be available twice a
month.
Departments employing students will be given a
copy of the printout, she said. Both financial aid
office and the departments will warn the student

From JM's
(Continued from page 1)

The game started out fine.
Charles Fisher hit a jump shot for
the first points of the game and the
' JM's' crowd went wild watching
the referees pick up toilet paper
that had just been thrown by the
Electric Zoo.
The game was going well.
While squinting at the television,
I led a few people to believe I was
a Virginia fan because I looked like
I was-frowning.
"Oh no," I said.
To which a girl said, "Well if
you're a Dukes' fan, get happy."
It was a happy moment for all
Dukes' fans. The Dukes were on
top 4-0 and Terry Holland was bitching to the officials about some
imaginary foul, when a girl to my

meeting tabled the Port Republic site request.
Dingledine said traffic congestion on that part
of Port Republic and opposition voiced by citizens
who packed the council chamber are the reasons he
is against the rczoning.
"One young man ... (said he) drives into the city to come to work. As he comes over the hill, he
looks onto the city and realizes how pretty the view
is. This (Port Republic entrance) is the only entrance into the city that isn't a commercial strip,
and what he said hit me," Dingledine said.
Residents said they fear that if the land is rezoned for Hardee's, it will set a precedent for more
future commercial rczoning in residential areas.
"The purpose of zoning in the city is to give protection to property owners," Dingledine said.
They ought to have some type of assurance that
their neighborhood won't be made into a commercial area."
Walter Green, a lawyer from Clark, Bradshaw
and Layman, the firm representing Boddie-Noell,
said the plot of land was feasible only for commercial use because "nobody would build a residential

home that close to Interstate 81."
Both supporters and opposers of the request
agree traffic congestion is the major concern for
building a Hardee's at the Port Republic site.
The Hardee's would be on the south side of Port
Republic between the off ramp from Interstate 81
and the south entrance to JMU.
George Conrad, a lawyer representig Howard
Johnson's and The Train Station restaurant, said
the traffic problem originally occurred because the
Virginia Highway Department built the offramps
to run on and off Interstate 81 without knowing
JMU would grow to a university of 9,000.
Conrad said his clients feared the increased traffic problem would present a dangerous situation
and therefore hurt their businesses.
Conrad also said a Hardee's on Port Republic
would "make worse an already bad (traffic) situation."
Green said Boddie-Noell has offered to add
another lane and install a $100,000 stoplight at the
intersection. Green did not say how much an additional lane would cost.

when he approaches the limit, she said.
Sellers said he could not estimate how many
students might be affected by the law. He said
about 1,000 students hold campus jobs, and about
half of their financial aid files have been checked
this semester. About 12 students already are
overawarded or are very close to the limit, he said.
Sellers said the students working in Gibbons
Dining Hall, Duke's Grill and security probably
will be affected the most from the enforcement of
the law.
"It shouldn't affect a lot (of people)," he said.
"Maybe 30 or 40. You never know what you may
find in that next half. It could be fewer or more
people."
Contract Dining Director Hank Moody said enforcement of the law would be a problem for the
D-hall. He estimated 20 to 40 percent of the 400
students working in Food Services could be affected by the enforcement. That would 80 to 160
students.
But Food Services cannot afford to have
employees quitting and having to hire and train
new ones, Moody said.
He said D-hall could compensate in several
ways, depending on how many students are affected.
"We could simply hire everyone for 10 hours a
week," he said. "But then the number of
employees would be unwieldly."
Students would not be as proficient at their jobs
and could not be cross-trained to learn other skills,
he said.

The final option would be to replace student
employees with full-time help, he said.
"I don't like it, " he said. "It's absolutely a
nonsensical situation. It makes no sense at all.... .
Students have the choice of getting maximum
financial aid and not working for us or getting less
financial aid and working."
He said, "What burns me up is that a student
can go to McDonald's or Jess' Quick Lunch and
work where the federal government doesn't care
about that money."
Students working off campus will not be
monitored.
Scroggin said, "I'm not capable of monitoring
off-campus. I can't go to every business in town
and find out who's working there. I can't do
anything about it."
A student receiving financial aid is supposed to
tell the financial aid office if he gets an off-campus
job, she said. Financial aid office's goal is to
reduce the need figure by awarding scholarships,
grants, loans and other financial assistance.
Director of Campus Police and Safety Alan
MacNutt would not comment on how the enforcement would affect security. "I don't think it's appropriate for me to discuss it," he said.
D-Hall Student Manager Tim Morgan said,
"People can sit on their butts and get financial aid
or they can work and not get aid. I don't think it's
right."
He continued, "You're being penalized for
working. I think what you make in school should
be put into your own pocket."

right shouted "Asshole" at
Holland's image on the screen.
It was the best part of the game
for the Dukes — it should have
been savored.
The game started to go bad from
there. The crowd still had hope,
though, due to occasional jumpshots by Fisher and the fact that
Ralph Sampson had only two
points in the first half.
Actually, most of the fans were
still confident. The Dukes had
never shot so bad, yet they only
trailed by eight at the half. Surely
they would shoot better as the
game went on.
The second half was a repeat of
the first, though. If anything, the
Dukes were blowing even more opportunities.
Then play-by-play man Tom '
Dulaney said repeatedly, "That's
their (Virginia's) biggest leadyet."

The crowd began to lose interest.
I still tried to keep the faith, but
when a guy asked me to move so
he could play Donkey Kong, even I

gave it up.
Then I walked out of JM's and
into the gloomy fog, which I found
appropriate.
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76% score
in lottery
for tickers
By STEVE CHURCH
Of the 4,072 valid student
identification numbers
entered into a computer for
the JMU-University of
Virginia basketball game
admissions lottery, 3,100, or
76 percent, were selected.
Stin Lenkerd, director of
the Academic Computer
Center, said 4,329 student
ID numbers were entered,
but 132 were rejected
because those numbers
already had been entered
and 125 were rejected as ineligible.
He said there were problems in determining who is
eligible for the lottery.
Lenkerd said he had a list
- of eligible IDs that was produced by including all
undergraduate students with
12 or more credit hours and
all graduate students with
nine or more credit hours.
Of the 7,948 ID numbers
on that list, 51 percent were
entered in the lottery — the
4,072 total.
Lenkerd said that after
the tottery was run officials
realized some students — in*
eluding graduates with
assistantships and nondegree seeking graduates —
did not fit the definition of eligibility, but who
still are full-time students.
For the UVa game,
Lenkerd said such students
were given special admission. "
In the future, anyone who
has a full-time fall 1962
sticker on their ID, but does
not carry at least 12 hours
(for undergraduates) or 9
hours (for graduates) should
present that ID at the ticket
office window in Godwin
Hall so their ID number can
be placed on the list of eligible IDs.
Lenkerd said another problem occurred with people
who entered a third ID
number on the lottery card.
Because the directions on
the cards say "No three person groups," Lenkerd said
the third ID number of such
"threesomes" was. not
entered into the computer.
Lenkerd did not say how
many "threesome" cases
occurred.
Of the valid ID s entered,
39 percent (1,588) were in
groups of four, 27 percent
(1,108) were in groups of
two, and 34 percent (1,376)
were singles.
He said only 29 ID's were
entered incorrectly because
of keypunch errors.

Board discusses financial aid
A new computer program expected to help financial aid distribution here starting next year was
among the topics discussed at a
Board of Visitors meeting Wednesday.
The financial aid computer program module is designed to give the
financial aid staff access to any data
relative to financial aid, according to
a financial aid overview.
Six areas of financial aid will be
able to be addressed by the computer. They are:
• Application tracking
• Analyzing financial needs of
students
• Packaging and combining of student loans, grants and jobs
• Award notification, disbursement
and financial management, and
research and reporting
• Disbursement and fiscal management
• Research and reporting
Financial Aid Director John
Sellers has said previously the computer program will make financial
aid distribution more efficient.
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president of
student affairs, presented the overview and explained to the board the
financial aid programs currently offered at JMU.
"No matter how simple you try to
make it," Scott said, "it (financial
aid) comes out sounding complicated."

The board also unanimously approved the 1983 summer school fees.
For Virginia undergraduates, it
will cost $27 per semester hour this
summer. Last summer it cost $26.
For non-Virginia undergraduates,
that rate was increased from $51 last
summer to $55 for this summer.
For Virginia graduates the rate
was increased from $44 last summer
to $47 for this summer, and for nonVirginia graduates the rate was increased from $68 last summer to $75
for this summer.
/
Auxiliary fees for the eight-week
summer session were increased from
$464 for last summer to $496 for
next summer.
The itemized cost for housing,
food and health was increased from
$58 per week for last summer to $62
per week for this' summer.
JMU President Ronald Carrier
presented the fee changes to the
board. He said, "I don't feel there is
anything out of line with these
figures."
Carrier also reviewed the JMU's
capital outlay projects.
"By and large, Bell Hall is completed," Carrier said. "Although
some of its residents think there still
is work to be done."
He said offices inside the football
stadium for ROTC will be completed
"in a few weeks."
Carrier also spoke about the near-

completion of the Convocation
Center.
"We still have some work to do on
it," Carrier said. "They had some
work to do this morning (Wednesday). They had three leaks."
Carrier said jokingly that two of
the leaks fell on the seats of two different board members, "and one of
them is on Ralph (Sampson's)
head."
Carrie, called the Convocation
Center, "a very attractive building,
but not as big as I would have liked it
to be. If I had 1,500 more seats, I'd
be happier," Carrier said.
"But it may turn out to be the
right size the way it is."
Carrier also discussed building a
president's box or enlarging the
press box in the football stadium,
but no action was taken.
Carrier also asked the board to
study a proposal for the establishment of two new academic departments at JMU.
Because of declining enrollments,
it was proposed that the department
of library sciences and the department of secondary education be
combined.
Carrier also proposed,''on a more
positive change" — that a department of information and decision
sciences be established. That program now is under management and
marketing.

JMU President. Ronald Carrier listens during a Board of Visitors mooting.

(Photo by Yo Nagaya)
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James Madison University Opera Workshop
Presents

Joseph Haydn's

La Canterina
and
Arthur Benjamin's

Prima Donna
December 3, 4, 9 or 10 — 8 P.M.
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
Tickets:

$4.00 Adults

$3.00 Students

The "box office opens November 29.
For information call 433-6253 or 433-6260.

The public has
demanded that the
Bull be put behind bars.

*,;

Good day,
aspiring journalists.

Your mission, should
you choose to accept it,
will be to cover news
events and write concise, accurate and interesting articles for The
Breeze. You must work
quickly and meet strict
deadlines.
The Breeze also is looking for an ambitious and
skilled person to serve
as an editor for a regular
national news section. If
you're man or woman
enough to handle it, your
contact is Ian Katz. Call
him at 433-6127 or come
by the Breeze office in the
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
This ad will self-destruct when
the positions are filled.

■

■

■

■

Don't Say Beer, Say Bull On Tap!
IDOD DISTRIBUTING VERONA, VA.
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Mental machines

New computer bought to meet growing demand

GTCVE CHURCH
ruiiDru
Byi STEVE
A new academic computer system, already partially installed, has been acquired to meet growing
demands for computer time at JMU.
The system will handle increased needs of computer science students, said Dr. Harold McGee,
director of administrative affairs.
"There has been fantastic growth in that major
in just a few years," McGee said.
Stin Lenkerd, director of academic computing,
said, "Even if enrollment (growth) stops at
Madison, computer use will grow just because
more people are using computers in different
fields."
Hardware installation of the VAX — 11780
computer, manufactured by Digital Equipment,
will be completed with one additional part. The
core of the system is "up and running," Lenkerd
said.
Parts of the system are not operating yet and
most students will not use the computer this
semester during its "test period," he said.
The $300,000 VAX system has about twice the
power of the present academic computer and will
handle work on 64 terminals simultaneously.
Thirty terminals are currently in use by students
and faculty. The majority of the terminals are in
Burruss, Miller and Harrison Halls, and in the
Harrison Annex. The annex also houses the main
computer.
"We have been putting on (to the system) eight
or so terminals per year, but had reached the
saturation point," Lenkerd said. Saturation occurs

>

.

.«

"Installation of the new
system will solve the problem ... and enable us to
add even more terminals."
McGee said in an earlier Breeze interview that
Miller Hall's basement will be renovated by the
end of spring semester to house the academic computer.
The VAX system's capabilities are much greater

MISTAKES
Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste,
was overplayed, or was not covered at all.
Sometimes the newspaper prints a
correction.
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.

v

...

when so many users are working On the system at
one time that the computer slows down in responding to commands.
"Installation of the new system will solve the
response time problem . . . and enable us to add
even more terminals," Lenkerd said.
He said five new terminals have been added to
the system this semester.
"More will be installed by the end of next
semester, and we hope to meet all our needs by
next fall," Lenkerd said.
He said that would probably mean 16 more terminals than were in use now.
"Physically, we don't have the room to put
them (more terminals). Hopefully, we'll move this
summer to floor space in Miller. At that time, we'll
be able to expand to demand."

• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if you have a
question about coverage policy, call Chris
Kouba, editor, at (433)-6127.
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807.

The Breeze listens.
Because nobody's perfect.

than those of JMU's first academic computer.
Madison College installed an IBM 1,130 for
academic purposes in the late 60s, Lenkerd said.
"All information was put into it by punch card
(instead of video-display terminals) and it handled
one job at a time."
In the spring semester of 1979, JMU installed a
Hewlett-Packard 3,000 Series 3. This system, being
replaced by the VAX, will be moved to the Administrative Computer Center.
"Key punch cards were still used, then we
started using terminals. So there was a major
change between the 1,130 and the HP in how we
did computing," Lenkerd said.
VAX and the Hewlett-Packard are both
terminal-oriented, time-sharing (simultaneous
users) computers that use the same languages for
programming.
"The biggest change is that the VAX has twice
the capacity of the HP," Lenkerd said.
In the future, Lenkerd said the VAX might be
expanded to handle up to 100 simultaneous users.
"It's hard to say if it (the computer) could keep
up."
Lenkerd said looking 10 yean in the future was
too far ahead to accurately predict what academic
computing will be like at JMU.
But he mentioned Carnegie-Mellon University is
linking microcomputers in dormitory rooms to the
school's main computer.
"I wouldn't want to predict it (for JMU), but
wouldn't want to doubt it," he said.

Computer file cabinet
is administrative goal
By STEVE CHURCH
"Computers will never replace
people, but they do free current
employees to do other more important tasks," said Ben Yarber, director of computer services at JMU.
Yarber heads the department that
maintains and expands the administrative computer used by about
15 offices throughout the university.
The main computer, a HewlettPackard 3,000, stores and processes
data on everything from the university's budget to parking violations.
Still, Yarber works at getting more
information into the computer and
giving more people access to that
data.
"We're shooting for a total online system, when everyone will use it
on a daily basis," Yarber said. "And
the computer will replace the
typewriter and file cabinet."
Yarber said an on-line system
would allow each user direct access
to the computers information.
Housed in the General Services
Building next to Hoffman Hall, the
administrative computer has several
information systems.
In an information system, specific
data is stored only once in the computer's memory and through certain
"keys" is available to different users
for a variety of purposes.
The largest system in the administrative computer is the student
information system (or SIS), Yarber
said.
SIS includes data used by offices

in admissions, accounts receivable,
records, graduate school, housing,
continuing education, student affairs and registration.
In this system, a student's
"name" (or file) would appear only
once and include information for all
the appropriate users.
Through a complex password
system, offices are allowed access
only to the specific information pertinent to their areas.
The advantages to this system
might be more obvious to students
who experienced pre-computer
registration.
Dr. Harold McGee, director of
administrative affairs, said, "With
old registration, you had to fill out
the same information (personal
data) over and over again. With the
computer, you don't do that,"
McGee said.
Instead, that information remains
in the computer for other use including future registration.
SIS is only one of several information systems in the $300,000 administrative computer.
The computer also has information systems for the university's
payroll, the security department's
traffic and parking violations, the
monthly general accounting process,
alumni records, and information on
the use of university facilities.
By January or February 1983,
computer services will receive the old
academic computer, also a H-P
3000, which is being replaced
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newsfile
Grads to be
recognized
Students graduating in October
and December 1982 will be recognized in a reception this winter.
"Interest in this kind of activity
has been present for several years,"
said Dr. Fay Reubush, chairwoman
of the Commencement Committeent. "But each year the actual
planning of a reception had begun
too late."
The reception is to recognize the
fall-winter graduates who might be
unable to return for May commencement. The Commencement Committee has approved the reception for
this year, but it is not yet known
whether the reception will be continued.
Students of all degrees graduating
during the fall-winter term of 1982
will be invited to the December
reception. About 400 students will
be sent invitations, but only those
who attend will be recognized. The
cost will depend on the number of
students who plan to participate.
But the ceremony will not be a
commencement. Students will be
presented pseudo-diplomas,
Reubush said. Students attending
the reception also can attend the formal commencement ceremony in
May.
A guest speaker has not been
scheduled. JMU President Ronald
Carrier, school deans and department heads will be in attendance.
The reception will be in Chandler
Hall at 3 p.m. Dec. 17. Attendance is
by invitation only.
— Constance Walker

Editors might start
new jobs earlier
The Breeze Publication Board
passed a proposal Wednesday to appoint the 1983-84 Breeze management one month earlier than it has in
the past.
The proposal was made by Chris
Kouba, current Breeze editor, to
allow more time for staff members
to to train the following year's staff
members.
In the past, Breeze staff members
have begun their jobs at the start of
the fall semester?* Under the proposal, staff members will begin
working in their new jobs in April of
the previous academic year. This will
be after the following year's staff
receives about two weeks of training
from the current year's staff, according to board secretary Flip De
Luca.
Under the proposal, The Breeze's
editor, managing editor and basiness
manager would be chosen by the
board in February, De Luca said.
Because the proposal requires a
change in the board's charter, it
must be approved by JMU President

HAdRisONiuno
434.WU

18 S Main St.

Ronald Carrier, board secretary Flip
De Luca said.
Dr. Donald McConkey, board
chairman, said he expects Carrier to
approve the proposal.
De Luca said applications for
1983-84 Breeze editor, managing
editor and business manager are due
Jan. 26. Applications should be submitted to Kouba.
The next board meeting will be
Feb. 9. The 1983-84 editor, mananging editor and business manager probably will be chosen at that meeting,
De Luca said.
— Ian Katz

We have a wide selection of holiday wear for
that special party. Come in and see us now.
We also have tux rental for the men.
Open Mon.,Tues.,Wed. & Sat. 10-5
Thurs. & Fri. 10-9
Visa & Master Charge

AUNT EMMA'S
PANCAKES

Commuters accept
senate resignation
The Commuter Student Committee Tuesday accepted the resignation
of a member and set the election to
fill that vacated seat.
The committee voted unanimously
to accept Keith Cromwell's letter of
resignation. Cromwell said "his
demanding schedule and internship"
were taking the time he needed to be
a CSC member and Student Government Association senator.
The election for Cromwell's
replacement will be held Dec. 7. A
declaration of intent for each prospective candidate is due 5 p.m. Dec
3 in the Commuter Information
Center on the main floor of the Warren Campus Center.
Cromwell was elected the CSC's
sports coordinator in September and
will remain in that position.
Cromwell can remain coordinator
because a coordinator in the CSC is
not required to be a senator.
• The subcommittee coordinating
a proposed commuter night at a
local nightspot has narrowed the
choices of a nightspot to two.
Suggested were the Elbow Room
and the Belle Meade Lounge.
The committee plans to sponsor
commuter night Jan. 12. The vote
concerning its location will be held at
next Tuesday's CSC meeting.
— John Castaldi

Fewer students teaching
A surplus of teachers in the 1970s
and low teacher salaries are the
reasons fewer students are entering
the teaching field, according to a
JMU secondary education teacher.
"Teachers' salaries have been
notoriously low for years," said Dr.
Lawrence Roller. "... Salaries
haven't increased with the rate of inflation since 1972."
About 300 JMU students this year
plan to work in teaching. Last year,
328 students graduated with 80 percent being placed.
Of these 328 students, one-sixth
were male and five-sixths were
female. The greatest concentration
was in the early childhood area,
from which 71 majored. This is the
only teaching area that hasn't seen a
decrease in number since 1977.
— Gwen Fariss

1560 South Main Street

All The Pancakes You Can Eat
Friday & Saturday Night
$1.99
6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
ANOTHER SPECIAL
2 Pancakes, 1 Egg (any way), and 2 Strips Of Bacon

$1.25

Midway Market
+
^

*

*

. Thursday - Sunday

BEER
Budweiser 12 pak
Bud light cans

Busch bottles
cans
>

KEQS
$4.59
$2.39

1

Old Mill /4keg

$15.95

Bud V&keg
$2.19 Old Mill Vi keg
$2.09 Busch % keg

$20.95
$25.95
$28.95

Michelobreg / light ...$2.69
Moosehead
$3.29
Molson's
ale, beer, golden
$3.09
Lite or Miller 12 pak ....$4.79
Old Mill 12 pk.
reg./light
$3.99
Labatts ale and beer ... $2.99
Piel's or Schmidts
$1.69
Tuborg beer
.-$1.99

RETURNABLES (cs. 24)
National Boh
Stroh's16oz
Busch

•

Ice- 20 lbs. $1.29 with kegs
Please order kegs one day in
advance

OTHER
Coke, Sprite 2 liter
Coke, Sprite, Tab
616oz. btls
Chips 1 lb
Pretzels 1 box

Chips 7 oz

$1.39

Cookies 10's
$5.99 Ice Small
$8.99
Large
$8.09

C110-24
C135-24
C126-24

$2.49
$2.59
$2.59

Save

Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight
24 hour film processing

$1.99
$1.89
$1.69

99

Cheesecurls3/4

89
69

99

FILM
FUJI
FUJI
FUJI

$1.29

$1.00
$.70
$.70
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policefile
Drunkenness charged

Arson charged
in Shorts fire
By SANDY STONE
A student was arrested and charged with arson
Nov. 17.
David Hastings of Bethesda, Md., was arrested
following an investigation of a fire in Shorts Hall
Nov. 17 about 2:30 a.m., campus police said Tuesday.
Police described the fire as "a prank."
Newspapers had been lit and shoved under a door,
police said.
"It's been made into too much," Hastings said.
"It's gone beyond what it should have." He would
not comment further.

Drunken driving charged
Two students were charged with drunken driving
on campus before Thanksgiving break.
Jennifer Wickes, 19, of Suffern, N.Y., was
charged with drunken driving Nov. 18 at 2:30
a.m., police said.
She was arrested on Bluestone Drive, police
said.
Lindsay Vogal, 25, of Harrisonburg was charged with drunken driving Nov. 20 about 2:10 a.m.,
police said.
He was arrested on Newman Drive near Greek
Row, police said.

Black Denim
by
Calvin Klein
Sizes 4-14

Two non-students were charged with public
drunkenness before Thanksgiving break.
John O'Shanshnessy III, 22, an Old Dominion
University student from Vienna, Va., was charged
with public drunkenness Nov. 21 at 4:30 a.m.
He was arrested at Presidential Apartments,
police said.
Bruce Summons, 22, of Harrisonburg was
charged with public drunkenness Nov. 24 about
3:45 a.m.
He was arrested on Greek Row outside of the
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority house, police said.
• Campus police also reported:
Vandalism
• A male student was charged judicially with breaking
glass from a door In the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity house
Nov. 22 about 12:30 am.
A Judicial charge Is made when university policy Is
broken, and It Is reviewed by university judicial officials.
Campus police do not release the names of students
charged judicially.
"The fellow punched out a door glass In anger," a
police spokesman said.
He was taken to Rocklngham Memorial Hospital
where he was treated for lacerations of his wrist and
hand, police said.
The glass was worth $7.50.
• Four tires of a car were punctured sometime between 10:30 p.m. Nov. 17 and 9:30 a.m. Nov 18, police said.
The car was parked In Z-lot, which is across Port
Republic Road from WVPT-TV. The tires were worth
about $211.
• Glass was broken out of a front door window of

Wayland Hall Nov. 20 about 10:15 a.m., police said.
Two residents saw the person who broke the glass,
police said. They described him as white, college age,
57" with curly black hair, and wearing a black T-shirt and
blue jeans. The residents confronted the man, who then
left the scene, police said.
The glass wae worth about $5.
• A car was vandalized in O-iot, which Is behind Baker
House, sometime between 5 p.m. Nov. 19 and 8:30 am.
Nov. 21, police said.
About $50 of damage was done to the car. A windshield wiper was bent, the radio antenna was broken off
and the luggage rack was bent, police said. Thefts
• A bicycle was stolen from outside of Spotswood Hall
Nov. 20 between 2 p.m. and 2:30 p.m., police said.
The bike was unlocked and unattended at the time,
police said. It was valued at $50.
• A couch was stolen from Bell Hall Nov. 21 between
2:30 a.m. and 9:50 a.m., police said.
The couch la worth more than $200. It was described
as brown, more than 7 feet long, and It had oak legs,
police said.
Dog bite
A man was bit by a dog on Greek Row Nov. 22 at 3:20
p.m.
He is a utilities maintenance man who works for
buildings and grounds. He was doing work at the PI Kappa Phi fraternity house when his left leg was bit by a dog,
police said.
The city dog warden was called. The dog was thought
to be a stray, and was taken to the local Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The dog was placed In
quarantine for 10 days to determine If it has rabies.
Later, police learned that the PI Kappa Phi fraternity
had found the dog and had been keeping it in Its house.
This Is against university policy, but no one was charged,
police said.' -

Health Center plans sen/Ices

ZENA
Baggies
Pre-Washed
Sizes 5-11

JUST ARRIVED!
Pleated Baggies
by

cfttc
In lengths
and
$5.00 rebate from Chic

By CAY FULTZ
The Health Center is planning to
install a telephone service to answer
students' questions about the center.
"It's technically no problem,"
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students
said at a Health Advisory Board
meeting Wednesday.
The service would have a recording to answer common questions
including those concerning the
center's hours and services.
The service might start operating
next semester, Daniel said.
The Health Advisory Board also is
looking at health programs and
policies of other colleges. It is considering visiting other colleges to
observe these programs.
The board also is working with the

Student Services Committee to
prepare a survey to find what
students want to know about Health
Center. Many of the students' concerns then would be listed in the
JMU student handbook.
A policy stating the Health
Center's treatment of students between semesters has been submitted
to Dr. Walter Green, center director,
and Dr. Robert Scott, vice president
for student affairs.
The policy states the center would
be available for routine medical care
only for students required to be on
campus between semesters. These
students include members of athletic *
teams, head residents, student
employees and resident advisers.

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour pholo finishing for 110, 126, and 135 films
"/// by 10, out by }"

25% Discount

Tke Bwfcj Shop
Christmas Hours
Open Thurs. & Frl. Until 9:00 p.m.

to JMU students on all
photographic equipment
79 Y. Market St., Harrisonburg
434-5314

*b>
1

ll/ ^ HAIRSTYLING
UAIRC

U

54 South Main,
Harrisonburg
Downtown
Near Theater

Perm Special $27.50 (And up)
(Regular From $35.00)
Offer Good December 7-11
Elaine Shenk, Cheryl Senger and
Shelley Mullen
CALL 433-8600
. TM

Nucleic A Products Are Sold Exclusively
Through Professional Beauty Salons

For exquisite
imported cheeses

i '

*\2^3 dozen (rZJz7°~0)
*7® ^ dozen
SWEETHEART ROSES

*j7£? dozen
*#& /z dozen

cash $ carry only

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-1 a.m.

Z0(*G S.MAlN

Can You
Sell Ads?
If you can leap tall buildings in a single
bound/hold Lois Lane in one hand while taking
phone calls with the other, and sell ads to people who don't want to buy them;
WE WANT YOU.
THE JOB: Advertising Salesperson.
Only the best-paying position on campus.
THE EMPLOYER: 7/ie Breeze.
Winner of Display Advertising awards from
the Society for Collegiate Journalists.
THE REQUIREMENTS: Sophomore or Junior
preferred.
Must have your own transportation.

Apply at The Breeze office, AnthonySeeger Hall, or call 433-6596.

Make Mom Proud Of You
Hi,

.V

60 West Water Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
434-7647

v' wmmutwm

(?/e/ui( du.* fint&t Atxidav a4ee/t<na& 6uA> ueert
on /ttM&na/ia^d witto/mad' catdb and

worn* ift ant/ tee out cotnjbce/e
Asiecfawv, ifwuu&na- /A& neat Gocot'
fiAc/& WAtiA/ma& catc&>.

The Printing Express
181 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 22801
(703)433-1237
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Rats
Psych lab
offers 'cute'
lab partners
By CHARLES TAYLOR
The first thing that captures ene's attention are
their eyes — a bright and fluorescent red expressing no more effervescence than the light bulbs inside a photographer's darkroom.
Their white bodies, up to eight inches long,
frolic within the metal confines of their cages.
Whiskers quiver as curiosity forces their senses to
work. Squeaks fill the room, while a fragrance
comparable to a zoo fills the air.
This is the home of the animal experimental
psychology lab in the basement of Johnston Hall.
Here, psychology majors experiment with the
Sprague-Dawley breed of laboratory rats for a
practicum course or in independent study.
The lab course, which began two years ago,
shows students how information they've learned in
their major courses is justified through laboratory
experimentation, according to Dr. Michael
Stoloff, an assistant professor of psychology.
"It's the same basic premise as in any other lab.
Students learn how principles of behavior are
discovered," Stoloff said.
On Wednesdays, the class of 12 meets to display
the knowledge they've achieved through experimentation using the rats. Each student guides
the class through his or her experiment, then the
class discusses the lab and draws a general conclusion based on the evidence.
Stoloff comments, "All of the students are involved in a group effort. Their projects (all show)
different aspects of an ultimate test."
This semester, the class is trying to determine the
level of stress that crowding pregnant rats has on
the baby rats.
See RATS, page 10

Above, Bev Creae tests a baby rat, or pup, for balancing skills as part
of sn experiment which will determine the effects of stress on pregnant rate. At right, one of the 300 rate within the animal experimental
psychology laboratory peaks through Its cags. (Photos by Yo
Nagaya)
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Percussion
section to play
in competition

By SCOTT BABCOCK
The percussion section of the James
Madison University Marching Royal
Dukes will travel to Chicago this week to
compete in a national percussion festival.
The section will compete in the Spartan
Marching Percussion Festival to be held
Dec. 4, at Glenbrook North High School.
The marching percussion section is
under the direction of William Rice, who
is also the assistant band director of the
Marching Royal Dukes.
This year's section is the biggest in JMU
history. The section consists of 11 snare
drummers, six triple-drum players, six
bass-drum players, eight cymbal players
and six mallet players. The members are
all JMU students representing various majors.
The section will perform a variety of
drum solos, each with basic marching
choreography designed for the stage. The
section will play Hoedown and Jack
Miraculous, both of which have have been
performed at JMU home football games.
The section will also perform some new
pieces titled Pineapple Rag, and Fantastic
Toy Shop.
The percussion section will have to
hurry back from Chicago to perform with
the JMU Marching Royal Dukes at its
home concert at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec 5.
A

^ POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Q8

<$%

Job Heeponstt)iHtles
Resident Advisors are Involved In the manage
ment and operation of the University's twenty-lour
residence hall*. Resident Advisors assist
students with their continuing personal and
toclal ad|uatment by acting aa advlaor,
eometlmes peer counselor and by working closely
with the profaaalonal Mall of the Student Affaire
Division.
Resident Advisors help residents assume
responsibility for their own living unit by occaalonally acting aa a mediator and by encouraging

Rats
(Continued from page 9)

Beth Bailey, a senior psychology major from
Lynchburg, says that in "most of the experiments
we do, we try to relate (the information) back to
human beings."
Still, many are horrified at the thought of working closely with rats, even in a laboratory situation.
Bev Cress, a senior psychology major from Lynchburg said, "When we talk about working with
rats, people think it's gross. It's not. People think
of sewer rats or something. (These) are really
cute."
When asked if handling the rats has .ever
bothered her, Cress smiled and said, "The very
first day maybe — now it doesn't bother me at
all:" \
The psychology laboratory now has close to 300
rats, according to Stoloff. The gestation period is
three weeks with a litter size of around 12. Rats
mature in two to three months and live up to two
years.
"This is one reason we experiment with rats,"
Stoloff said. "They're mammals and they produce
so many babies at a low cost."
When the lab was initiated several years ago, 30
rats were purchased. None have been bought since.
And when experiments are finished, the rats are
often "sacrificed."
"We usually euthenize them, though some
babies are used for subsequent experiments,"
Stoloff said. Rats are usually not used in more
than one experiment because often, a drug used in
a prior experiment could have some effect on the
results of subsequent testing.
Students also use the laboratory for independent
study. Don Fernando Azevedo, a senior
psychology major from Arlington, is preparing his
senior honors thesis there.

thoughtful and consistent attention to university
policies.

WARNING

Realdent Advisors maximize the educational experience of residence hall students by Initiating
and promoting programs as well aa raising
awareness of the educational components of
residence hall living.
Requirements
A 2.0 cumulative grade point average la required
prior to the first day of employment.
During the term of employment, Advisors must
limit their academic course losd to- 17
undergraduate credit hours or 12 graduate credit
hours.
Due to the demands of the position, Resident
Advisors can hold no other lobe. Some major
elected or appointed positions are prohibited and
other significant time commitments must be approved In advance.
Compensation
Flrat year Resident Advisors receive a monthly
salary.
James Madison University Is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the
basis of sax, race, religion or handicap.

PI—M Attend An Informational M—ting Dtc. 6-9 In residence halls

DennisJohnson
"Get Loose With
The Moose" Nite

In his experiment, he trains a rat to bar press for
food on a defined schedule. Azevedo then injects
the rat with catecholamine, a natural brain
substance which may play a part in the depression
of rats and humans. As a result of the injection,
the rat's motivation to press for food is reduced.
The hypothesis suggests that "depressed people
won't work as hard for food. They will eat, but
they'd rather pull out a Twinkie instead of cooking
lasagna," said Azevedo.
In Bailey's experiment, a mother rat is
anesthetized with chloropent and placed in a maze
which was designed by Stoloff. The mother's head
and feet are locked in place as a gauze screen
blocks the lower half of her nipples. The other half
is left approachable.
A baby rat, known as a pup, is theff placed at the
entrance of the maze, and must find its way to the
mother's nipples. The conclusion is based upon
how many attempts it takes before the pup can successfully find its way to the nourishing part of the
mother with consistency.
In Cress' test, nine-day-old pups are tested to see
how long they can hold onto a bar. Because rats
mature so fast, a difference of just one or two days
in the rat's age can change its competence in grasping.
Even though they have been working with the
rats all semester, the class still giggles and comments on the cuteness of the tiny pink' pups as they
try to hold onto the rod in Cress' experiment.
The laboratory experience is one of the most
valuable learning tools offered by the psychology
department at JMU. Sophomore psychology major Michele Taylor said that "lab experience is one
of the top things needed for getting into graduate
school. It's a good experience and I enjoy getting
to know the professors."
Bailey said, "It's helped me a lot. I want to get
into research and this has been a tremendous help.
I've learned more from these labs than all of my
other classes combined."

Dan
Mayhew

Dan
'
Mayhew
Returns

BE PREPARED!
THE JMU GAME ROOM
WEEkLY
MYSTERY GAME
CONTEST
IS COMING
NOVEMBER 28, 1982
ejev

Highest Weekly Score On
Mystery Machine
Wins
80 Tokens!
Different Game Each Week

6
Open
Stage

Moments
Notice
Mexican &
Men's Nite

68-70 Water St.
Across from
parking deck
."-.. ''«

ARE YOU PREPARED???
TT"

■ ■ ■
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'Favorite Year' brings back television's heyday
PAT BUTTERS
Peter OToole makes My Favorite
Year what it is today. An incredible
movie.

screen
Granted, the supporting cast and
able directing cannot be ignored, but
the fact remains: O'Toole's cavalier
performance as actor Alan Swann
makes the viewer leave the theater
with mixed emotions, the prcdominlnt one being euphoria.

The film is set in New York City in
1954. Television is in its heyday.
Swann, an Errol Flynn-John Barrymore type, is about to make his
first appearance on TV. He is,
however, a slave to alcohol. One of
the show's writers, Benjy Stone,
idolizes the legendary actor. Hejs
charged with keeping Swann out of
trouble after pleading the drunken
actor's case before Stan "King"
Kyser, the Milton Berle-type star of
Comedy Cavalcade.
Despite these conventional
"types," director Richard Benjamin

painstakingly establishes these
characters as wonderfully real people.
O'Toole's haggard character
enters the film frightfully drunk,
strapped to his luggage carrier. His
faithful driver, Alfie, has designed a
special tear-away suit for such occasions (called "the drunk suit")as getting him into the bathtub quickly.
Swann still manages to bathe in his
shirt and socks. "It's wonderful to
be alive," he belches, disappearing
beneath the bath bubbles.
Next we see him in a tuxedo, his

hair mussed up and a cigarette
holder dangling from his slender
hand. From that moment on, the
film never loses its magic.
Like any close friend, once you get
to know him, he is charming. Watch
his eyes. Tired from the experience
of life, he never looks down on
anyone. His smile is a killer. His performance is fascinating.
He always manages to say the
right thing, thanks to the excellent
screenplay by Norman Steinberg and
Dennis Palumbo. When lovesick
Benjy starts after his dream girl,
Swann advises, "Give her a head
start. It gives her the illusion she's
being chased."
One of the best scenes takes place
at the Stork Club. "It's a pleasure to
see you again," gushes the maitre d*.
"It's a pleasure to be seen," replies
Swann, meaning it.
It's a wonderfully touching moment as he sweeps an elderly fan onto the dance floor. Made at his request, the husband watches the
ballroom dance gratefully.
O'Toole's acting combines effectively with Benjamin's directing for such
warmth again and again.
The other performances shine just
as well. Baby-faced Mark LinnBaker's Benjy is the actor's first
feature role. "He has a weak
chin, "commented my roommate,
but that adds to his character. Benjy
follows Swann around like a puppy
dog, in a futile attempt at copying
his hero's graceful style. Swann the
soothsayer makes him realize he'll
only succeed by just being himself.
Jessica Harper plays Benjy's worthwhile love interest, K.C. I only
wish she were in the movie more.
Tony DiBenedetta is in the tiny but
memorable role of Alfie. He's like
one of the family. Joseph Bologna's
"King" Kyser is dim-witted and funny, yet he still stands up to people.
Each character is rich and full.
Benjy takes Swann home to
Brooklyn to meet his family. His
buxom Jewish mother is married to a
Chinese wrestler. His aunt shows up
for dinner in a wedding dress. His
uncle pretends not to recognize
Swann yet still asks for his
autograph.
Incredible movie!
Director Benjamin should not only be credited for his character portrayals, but also the behind-thescenes shots of television production
he weaves into the. film which are
quite interesting.
Furthermore, what's hard to do in
comedy is to take the audience from
a light moment and then bring them
to their knees with an intensely
touching moment. Benjamin succeeds enormously at this.
Still, the lines tell the movie's tale.
Exasperated at one of Swann's
schemes which resembles a film
scene, Benjy screams, "That was a
movie! This is real life!"
Swann cocks his brow. "What's
the difference? "he ripostes.
Find out the difference for
yourself. Go see "My Favorite
Year."
My Favorite Year can be seen at
the Virginia Theater at 7 and 9
p.m.

/
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Some background and a few hi
* .

By CHARLES TAYLOR
On December 2, 1922, a fresh
breeze began whirling across the
campus of Harrisonburg's State
Normal School. Sixty years later,
that same breeze continues to
wind through James Madison
University as The Breeze
celebrates its 60th anniversary today.

—

Roselyn Brownley, the first
editor-in-chief of The Breeze,
recalls that her experience in starting the campus newspaper was "a
high point in my life."
Now living in Virginia Beach,
Brownley seems to have the same
enthusiasm and determination today that she did 60 years ago.
Talkative and sharp, she explains,

J

"The students weren't wellenough represented then. The only
other publications on campus
were the Virginia Teacher (a state
teachers' journal) and the
Schoolma'am (the name of the
yearbook at that time)."
Brownley made an appointment
with Samuel Duke, the president
of State Teacher's College, and
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proposed
the initiation
pus paper. "Mr. Duke said we'd
have to get 200 subscriptions to
start, so we worked day and night
to get them," Brownley said.
Later that year, The Breeze was
given an office in Sheldon Hall
which they shared with the'
Schoolma'am.
The first issue, four pages and
with no photographs, reveals that
the process of finding an acceptable name for the student paper
was not an easy one.
A campus wide contest was held
to choose the best title. Entries
considered included Bells of the
Blue Stone, The Ketch All and
Valley Dictorian.
Two entries, The Breeze and
Campus Cat were decidedly the
catchiest, but the staff could not
agree. So, as the December 2,1922
issue proclaims, "up went the
quarter, down came heads. The
Breeze blows."
The winning entry was sent in
by Elizabeth Cleveland, an
English instructor on campus.
Bertha McCollum Moore, an
assistant editor during The
Breeze's first year of publication,
remembers that the first reaction
from the student body was excitement. "There was the thrill of
everybody grabbing something
new." Moore said that the paper
was distributed to students on the
way out of the dining room.
The Danville resident began
work as assistant editor during her
freshman year at State Normal
School in 1922. She also served as
editor of The Summer Breeze in
1925 and worked on the
Schoolma'am.
"For me, it was like a continuation of high school. I just got into
it and started. I was used to
writing." Moore had a scholarship from the English department
and worked on The Breeze for
close to four years while a student
here.
During the first several years,
the staff included poetry and short
stories in the newspaper, as well as
columns filled with light jokes and
campus quips. Moore explains
that the newspaper's purpose was
"not necessarily of duty, but of
interest to the student body. We
published anything that happened
on campus."
She adds, "It was always fun.
Things ran smoothly. It was really
a pretty good paper."
In 1931 during the Oreat
Depression, Betty Bush Coyner,
an assistant editor of The Breeze,
remembers that "there was no
money to go anywhere then, so
life centered on campus. Things
were very different than they are
now, of course. We lived in a far
different era."
Coyner, living in Waynesboro
now, said that the newspaper staff
of 1931 was a very close group.
"The paper was interesting and a
lot of fun too."
Still, like The Breeze of today,
things didn't always run
smoothly. Coyner recalls,
laughing frequently during her
story, "I was assigned to do the
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of the P.E. activities. The paper
should come out at least weekly.
The coverage is good."
Kay Ford, Freshman, Elementary
Education:
"It didn't come out enough and
you never knew when to expect it.
I'd like to see news of
engagements and marriages of
girls on campus. I like the little
Breeze Briefs so you don't have to
read a whole article."
Kieth Marston, Sophomore,
Physical Education and Math:
"I don't have that many gripes.
I think the paper does a good job.
The editorials should be thought
out more and they aren't as
truthful as they could be. Otherwise, there is good coverage of
events. The things not covered are
often the fault of the organization
rather than The Breeze staff."
Nina Scudder, Junior, Math:
"They have added a lot more
from other schools. This should
be continued. I think putting The
Breeze in the P.O. boxes is a good
idea. We need more Greek news."
Bob Runkle, Jailor, Social
Science:
"The paper should come out a
little more often. It doesn't have
enough men's news. We could
have a better paper though I'll be
the first to admit I'm not willing
to work on it. Some editorials are
often good but usually don't concern the men."
Terri Petrie, Freshman, Elementary Education:
"The last Breeze was one of the
best one's we've had. It was full of
things poeople want to read and
that's the way it should be every
week. I like the features. Usually
the schedules come out after
everyone knows about the events
anyway."
Cherry Parkin, Junior, History:
"Number one it doesn't come
out at the proper times. Some professors are commenting about that
too. You only cover things that
pertain to the majority of the campus. You don't have enough
coverage of small groups. For an
example there was a U.N. Security
Council for high schools here and
it got no coverage because The
Breeze didn't come out and didn't
give it any coverage."
Martha Norton, Junior, English:
" The Breeze is the only way we
can find out what's going on
definitely and not just by rumor. I
like having them in the mail
boxes."

mntnts about The
iremn a regular quests^ column, Small
La e, which polled
tut \eir opinions on
cs. he question for
196 issue was "What
i offlhe Breeze — its
sat I strengths?"

Blaaton Bryant, Senior, Elementary Education:
"I think it's a good school
newspaper. It doesn't come out
often enough though. It should be
weekly."

Fres man, Health and
■cat >n:
not enough coverage

Jack Smith, Senior, Social
Science:
"We need to know when The

Breeze is coming out — a regular
schedule of when it's coming out.
No one knows who the staff is.
We don't know who to contact
when we have activities to report.
Other than that, it's a fine
newspaper."
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DO YOU KNOW ANY NEWS?
H WE DON'T!
Brmr .Staf Appeals
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The following story also appeared in the Small Reporter at
Large Column on Oct. 30,1967. It
illustrates some of the attitudes of
the time, including some of the
growing pains Madison was going
through when it was becoming coed. The question .was "What is
your opinion of six boys being
elected as freshman class
officers?"
Gary Flavin, Junior, English:
"The girls seem to get the idea
that the boys are not going to
work for them, but the boys will
work for them. It's great that the
boys did get offices. They won't
forget the girls."
Sherry Davidson, Freshman,
Home Economics:
"It's nice to recognize that the
school is now co-ed, but at the
same time, I wish that there was a
little more representation between
both sexes."
Bill Brenner, Freshman,
Psychology:
"I think it's great. I believe in
masculine superiority. I don't like
to see women in positions of
authority."
Rode Baretta, Jaaier, Health and
Physical Education:
"I think it's too radical. The
school is not ready for such a
rapid change, and it's not adequate representation for all the
freshmen."
Bobby Wright, Sophomore,
Special Education:
"It is a coeducational school
and if boys are going to come
here, they should take a more active part in the school. As it is, it is
completely biased. It is still
thought of as a girls' school."
Tom Agner, Sophomore, Special
Education:
"I think the boys had better
watch themselves and prove
themselves to be capable leaders."
Sharon Orling, Junior, Health
and Physical Education:
" I think it's too big a change,
too fast, and if the freshmen girls
think they can get in good with the
guys this way, they are sadly
mistaken."
J. J. Camdea, Freshman, Health
and Physical Education:
"I think we might get
something done."
Richard Bushong, Junior, French:
"I think it is good that the
freshman boys played an important part in the previous elections.
This is really the first year that
such action was displayed by the
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men students at Madison.
However, the result of the election is perhaps not a true indication of the majority's wishes,
because of the splitting of the
vote. I wish the Freshman class
luck."

Lorraine Gamper, Sophomore,
Speech Therapy
"I think it's great, and it's
about time something like that
happened. The boys are more
united than the girls. It will hdp
the boys more in coeducation by
being elected to an office. It will
attract more people."

Anne Painter, Freshman, Health
and Physical Education:
"I don't fed that they'll just
represent the boys. I think this will
make them fed like they are more
a part of our class, too. And they
really are trying to do things for
our class — boys and girls both. I
don't fed like this is a girls' college any longer — they have to
start somewhere-to make it more
co-ed."

Linda Rebich, Senior, Elementary
Education:
"I think it's good that the boys
got the offices, but there will still
be two sections of government. I
hope this will lead to a single
government, if not I hope it will
lead to their working closer
together."

Faye Mitchell, Senior, Social
Work:
"It's a very good idea and it's
about time."

Janet Koffman, Junior, Business
Education:
"That's great for any of the
girls who want boys. It could influence more boys to come. I
don't think it will necessarily
guarantee better leadership."

At left, The Br—z§ snapped at the student body on October 3,
1952 for a lack of Involvement and threatened to cease production. The next issue returned to the standard four pages and
the attack was never mentioned again. Above, on October 9,
1968, The Br—z* again threatened to stop publication when
organization representatives failed to cooperate. The laaue
waa two pages long with the back as sparse as pegs one.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)
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SOUND CITY

ADDA
DIAMOND
BEAD

$5.99 Album Special
Billy Squier - Emotions In Motion
America - View From The Ground
Stray Cats - Built For Speed

Now you can add
the beauty and
elegance of diamonds
to your add-a bead
necklace.
Each 14K gold
bead has a
sparkling
full cut
{diamond in
a four
prong
letting.

And check our everyday low prices on other
albums and complete stereo systems
103 S. Main St.

The

433-3533

Other Place
proudly presents
THURS & FRI:

"ROADDUCKS"
SAT: "THE CASUALS"
featuring Johnny Sportcoat

Wilson

Cfevelers

Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233

JOHN

D.

29 Soyth Liberty St.

HARRISONBURG • 434 4693

One Block From Court Square

EILAMD CO.. INC.
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FLY YOURSELF INTO THE FUTURE
with a starting salary of over $17,000

The mountains of Bosch beer arc here.
Busch is the premium quality from Anheuser-Busch that always
goes down as smooth as a mountain stream.
It's brewed Just one way, the natural way, using only classic
quality ingredients.
The finest western hops and rare two-row barley from the
sheltered mountain valleys of the West give Busch its
unmistakeable, smooth, refreshing taste.
Give Busch a try, and you won't just reach for a beer anymore.
You'll head for the mountains.
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Sports

Dukes 'offenseless' in loss
By STEVE LOCKARD
For the past two seasons, defense
has played a major cole in the extraordinary success of the JMU
basketball team. But against the
University of Virginia Wednesday
night, it wasn't enough.
The Dukes shot just 26.8 percent
from the field in their 51-34 loss to
the Cavaliers and the 7,700 people
who entered the Convocation Center
wondering if JMU would knock off
the nation's top-ranked team left
speculating about the whereabouts
of the JMU offense.
"If you can't score, no matter
how good your defense is, you're in
trouble," said JMU coach Lou
Campanelli. "We did a hell of a job
defensively, but we just couldn't hit
our shots."
As usual, the Dukes had a fine
defensive performance, holding the
Cavaliers to 51 points and limiting
7-foot-4 All-America Ralph Sampson to nine points and six rebounds.
But on the other end of the floor,
JMU's offense was setting a record
low.
The 26.8 field goal percentage was
JMU's worst ever as was the Dukes'
total of 34 points and because of that
they were unable to make a serious
run at Virginia.
"I thought that if it was in the low
50's, we had a pretty good shot,"
Campanelli said. "We got off to an
excellent start. But they just wore us
down in the second half."
JMU's inability to score took its
toll early.
The Dukes took a 4-0 lead less
than two minutes into the game on a
Charles Fisher jump shot and two
Dan Ruland free throws, but did not
score for the next seven minutes.
The Cavaliers were having problems of thefr own early as they
didn't score until the game was more
than five minutes old.
Sophomore forward Tim Mullen
broke the ice for Virginia when he
connected on a 17-foot jumpshot
with 14:43 left in the half.
Sampson picked up his second
foul 30 seconds later, forcing him to
leave the game. Despite Sampson's

the end of the half to stretch
Virginia's advantage to 22-14 at intermission.
For the half, JMU was four of 15
from the field (26.7 percent) in addition to committing 10 turnovers.

Charles Fisher drives against Virginia's Ralph Sampson In Wednesday's loss. (Photo by Yo Negaya)

The second half didn't get any better for the Dukes as they converted
just seven of 26 field goal attempts
and were never able to get closer
than six points.
On the other hand, Virginia hit 61
percent (11 of 18) from the floor and
used a tough defense to keep JMU
away from the basket.
"The problem was that we had
too many breakdowns on offense,"
said Fisher, who led the Dukes with
14 points. "The tempo was in our
favor. We were patient, sometimes
too patient, but we couldn't hit our
shots when we were open."
The play of Virginia's guards posed another problem for the Dukes.
In addition to Wilson's 14 points,
the 5-10 Stokes had 11, eight in the
second half.
"We (the JMU guards) had to
help out on Ralph and that left their
guards open," Fisher said. "And
they can do whatever they want to
because they have the big man
(Sampson) behind them."
One bright spot for JMU was the
play of freshman forward Tracy
Williams. The 6-6 Williams played
20 minutes, collecting four rebounds
and scoring six points.
"I was really impressed with
Tracy Williams' play when you consider he is a freshman coming from a
small town and playing against the
number one team in the country,"
Campanelli said.
A lot of media hype was placed on
this game but according to JMU captain Dave Dupont, who collected
five rebounds but scored just one
point, that pressure was not the
reason for the Dukes' failure.

two long range jump shots by
Fisher cut the lead to 13-11 with
eight minutes left in the half, but
that was as close as the Dukes could
get all night.
Jim Miller hit two field goals at

"In the past, the pressure has
helped us play harder and I think it
did tonight," Dupont said. "But
that kind of intensity dosen't help on
the offensive end."
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absense over the next five minutes,
the Cavaliers were able to outscore
JMU 11-3 to take a 13-7 lead.
Othell Wilson's two field goals
and Ricky Stokes* three-point play
highlighted the Virginia run.

Virginia proves it's worthy of number 1 ranking
By DANNY FINNEGAN
The best basketball team in the country came to
JMU's new Convocation Center Wednesday night
and proved why they are the best basketball team
in the nation.
On a night when they were able to shoot only 46
percent from the field and Ralph Sampson was
limited to nine points, the Cavaliers of Virginia used a ferocious defense to whip JMU 51-34.
Virginia held the Dukes to 34 points and a 26.8
field goal percentage, both new school lows,
before 7,700 fans. JMU was able to make only 11
field goals in the game while Virginia forced 15 turnovers.
.—^_
1—

"They just have so many weapons," said JMU
guard Charles Fisher. "Offensive weapons, defensive weapons. You can't stdp them all."
So when the offense didn't,get untracked —
UVa missed its first five shots — the UVa defense,
with the 7-foot-4 Sampson as the backbone, went
to work.
"I thought the key to the game was that when
our shots didn't fall in the beginning, we still
played good defense," said Virginia coach Terry
Holland.
"That is tough to do. A lot of times if you play
poorly on offense your defense falters, but we kept
the pressure on."

While Holland was quick to point out that he
was sure JMU had a bad shooting game, he was
just as quick to add that "our defensive pressure
had a lot to do with" JMU's poor offensive performance.
Virginia came into this game knowing that to
beat JMU, a team that is centered around a strong
defense and a slow, patient offense.
Othell Wilson, the 6-foot-2 junior guard who led
Virginia with 14 points and constantly pressured
JMU's guards, wasn't surprised by his team's
defensive performance.

See VIRGINIA, page 16
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Virginia
(Continued from paoe 15)

"Against VCU (last weekend in the Cavaliers'
69-63 win) we didn't play too well on defense. But
tonight we knew we had to play tough defense in
order to win. We knew they would be deliberate
and play good defense, so we worked on defense."
Wilson and backup Ricky Stokes, Virginia's only other player in double figures with 11 points, did
a fine job of defensing JMU's point guards.
"When you start to get good pressure on the ball
out front, you get the good pressure at other positions, too," Holland said. "If you don't get the
good defense out front, the whole thing starts
breaking down."
Of course it is a great help to Wilson and Stokes
to have Ralph Sampson, Craig Robinson and Kenton Edelin — who combined to block four shots,
two by Ralph — as a last line of defense.
"We are able to put a lot of pressure on and take
chances because if they get by us, they still have to.
go through Ralph, Craig and Ken ton."
Holland changed his strategy on how to use
Sampson, Edelin and Robinson on defense and the
change worked so effectively that Dan Ruland was
practically taken out of the JMU offense.
Instead of Sampson playing Ruland head-tohead as he has in the three games the teams have
played in the last two years, Holland moved
Robinson and Edelin onto Ruland.
The two of them were able to deny Ruland the
ball outside and the move allowed Sampson to stay
under the basket, preventing Ruland and the

Dukes from developing an inside game.
"They are much harder to get open against than
Sampson," said Ruland, who scored only eight
points and did not connect on his first field goal
until less than five minutes remained in the game.
"They're both better defensive players than
Sampson. They just kept hustling, especially
Edelin. Any time I came out to get the ball they
seemed to be there, and Ralph cut off any backdoor plays."
"We decided to do it as soon as we began to
prepare for them," Holland said. "Ruland is just
too good a perimeter shooter to let Ralph cover
him.
"Ralph would have to go outside with him and it
takes away his effectiveness."
Last year Ruland had 29 points and 20 rebounds
in two games against Virginia and his 12 rebounds
in the second game was the most by an individual
against Virginia last year.
By cutting off Ruland and the Dukes' inside
game, Virginia forced JMU's offense outside. Only Charles Fisher, who led JMU with 14 points,
was able to give JMU a consistent outside scoring
threat, something Linton Townes provided last
year.
"I think they have to decide where their scoring
is going to come from," Holland said. "They
definitely miss Linton Townes."
JMU coach Lou Campanelli added, "It's amazing to me that we could shoot 26 percent and stay
in the game as long as we did."
Especially against a team as good as the
Cavaliers.

JMU freshman Tracey Williams, here
challenging Ralph Sampson, came off the
bench to score six points against UVa.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

sportsfile
VCU lottery cards available
Students can pick up cards
for the VCU basketball ticket
lottery Dec. 2nd and 3rd. .
The forms are avaible at the
Information Desk in the Warren Campus Center or at the
JMU ticket office. Forms must
be filled out and turned in by 4
p.m. Dec. 3.
Results of the lottery will be
posted in the Campus Center
Dec. 9 and the game stickers
can be picked up from 9 a.m.
. to j p.m. on Dec. 11.
Lottery cards for the Old
Dominion game to be played
Jan. 15 will be available Dec.
13th and 14th.

McMillin receives
contract extension

Virginia guard Ricky Stokee drives against Darrell Jackaon. Stokea
waa the Cavaliera second-leading scorer with 11 points.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

A four-year extension to the
contract of head football coach
Challace McMillin has been
approved by the school's
Board of Visitors.
The renewal was recommended by Athletic Director
Dean Ehlers and accepted by
President Ronald Carrier.
McMillin, whose contract
runs out in January, will have a
12-month contract that will
pay him approximately
$33,000 in 1983. He had a
10-month contract that paid
tL

24,175 this year.
The 1983 season will be
McMilliri's 12th year as the
Dukes' head coach. His career
record is 58-43-1.
JMU's 8-3 record in 1982
was their first winning record
since the program left the Division III level in 1978.
The Dukes finished the
season ranked 16th in the
NCAA's poll of Division I-AA
teams.

Dukes top VMI
to open season
The JMU men's basketball
team opened it's 1982-83
season and the new Convocation Center with a 58-33 win
over Virginia Military Institute.
Senior guard Charles Fisher
led the Dukes with 16 points
and junior guard Derek Steele
added 12 points. Senior center
Dan Ruland had nine points
and nine rebounds.
The Dukes jumped out to a
20-11 halftime lead as Fisher
had -eight first-half points.
JMU then pressured VMI into
shooting 34 percent from the
field in the second half (36 percent for the game) and easily
won.
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Women lose big lead, home opener
By STEVE NORTH
The JMU women's basketball
team blew a nine-point second-half
lead and eventually lost in overtime
74-70 to George Mason University
Tuesday night in the team's first
game in the Convocation Center.
The Dukes appeared to be in control of the game when a 17-6 spurt
over the last sue minutes of the first
half gave them a 37-29 halftime lead.
The Dukes expanded their lead to
nine points in the second half when
Betsy Blose's basket put the team
ahead 49-40 with 14 minutes left in
the game.
George Mason rallied, outscoring
the Dukes 18-8 to take a S8-S7 lead
with 7:31 to play.
A basket by Sue Manelski, a free
throw by Mary Gilligan and a short
jumper by Michele James gave JMU
a 62-58 lead with three minutes remaining, but the Dukes could not
score in the final three minutes.
A 15-foot basket by the Patriots'
Nor ma Home with 17 seconds remaining tied the game at 62-62, sending it into overtime.
Manelski opened the five-minute
overtime period with a 12-foot
jumper from the baseline to give
JMU a 64-62 lead.
George Mason fought back again
with baskets by Valerie Douglas and
Tracey Martin. JMU's Mary
Gilligan tied the score at 66-66 on the
Dukes' next possession, but the
Patriots scored six straight points for
a 72-66 lead with only 45 seconds

Deanna Meadows, who broke her
left foot Friday. Meadows's average
of 18.5 points per game tied for team
high with Manelski and she led the
Dukes with 11 rebounds per game
this year. She is expected to miss six
weeks..
James played center in Meadows'
place and did a fine job. She made
11 of 13 shots and scored a gamehigh 22 points. She also had the most
rebounds, 14, in the game.
"Michele is going to be a great
player before she leaves here,"
Moorman said of the 6-foot
sophomore who missed JMU's first
two game with a sprained ankle.

Sue Flynn, a 5-foot-10 freshman forward, had 10 points and aix rebounds In JMU's loss to George Mason. (Photo by Qreg Fletcher)
left.
JMU is now 1-2. The win was the
first this year for the Lady Patriots,
who are now 1-3.
"I was disappointed in our offense," said Shelia Moorman,
JMU's first-year coach. "We had no
discipline or execution on offense in
the last 10 minutes. Twice while we

had a four-point lead we shot while
there were still 27 seconds remaining
on the clock." (A 30-sccond shot
clock is used in women's basketball.)
"We have to play with selfconfidence and show poise before we
can take charge of a close game like
this one."
JMU was without senior center

Moorman also had praise for
JMU's defense, saying it "kept us in
the game."
The Dukes held George Mason to
a 40.6 shooting percentage while taking their eight-point first-half lead.
James and three 5-foot-10 players,
freshmen Gerogia Deren and Sue
Flynn and senior Lori Mardsen did a
good job of denying the Patriots' inside players the ball.
The Patriots were able to get the
ball inside more in the second half
and shot 58.9 per cent. George
Mason was led in scoring by
5-foot-10 guard Norma Home with
20 points, 13 of them in the second
half.
James was joined in double
figures by by Manelski with 14
points and Flynn and senior guard
Betsy Blose with 10 points each.
"^
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For Sale
Services
Miscellaneous

Lost
Found

A QUMm TQ X®
Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words.and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday.
Name____
Telephone number

JIFFY 66 AND MARKET
Busch 6 pk. cans
Busch long necks
Old Mill 12 pack
Old Will long necks
Stroh's long necks
Bud 12 pack
Molson ale-golden-beer
Moosehead bottles
Milk 1 gallon
Pepsi Cola 6 pk. no return
PepsiCola6pk.cans
Busch
Old Mill
Bud

*1"
W.09 plus deposit
53.99
$6.99 plus deposit
$8.99 plus deposit
*4-59
$3.09
$3.09
J1-99
$1-89
$1.89
1 /2keg $27.95
1 /2keg $25.95 1 Mkeg$15.95
1/2keg$33.95 1/4keg$20.95

Winter
Celebration
Dance

3rd Annual

Soml formal

JMU CHECKS ACCEPTED - FOOD STAMPS
433-8559

Saturday,
December 4th
Music by Power Play

FOREIGNER
BOBSEGER
wgsg

Time: 8:30 • 12:30
Place: Godwin Halt
Cort: $5.00/eouplo In advance
J7JJ0/coupt« at door
$2-50/tinal» In advone*
$3AVtingl* at door

TMEWHO

HKIM Filday 6 |>.Mte WulKtgUSuiulat)
Tickets at IHC Office and in residence halls.

need we say more?

Sporaorod by Mar Hall Council
'

HalfaRrond
Dinner

• A half pound of ground beef patty charbroiled to
your order, so it's extra juicy and flavorful
• Served with your choice of three delicious toppings
(sauteed mushrooms, onions or melted cheddar cheese)
• Toasted grecian bread
• French fries (or baked potato after 5PM)
• AH the soup and salad you care to eat
• Featuring Shoney's own homemade cheese soup

mm
Americas
DinnerTabfe

.

How doouvit and bavarooai ovoMoW
—!

tt—:

.

Classified ads
Classified ada In The Brawn cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is needed.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads msy me mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts depart
ment, James Madison University, Msrrlsonburg VA 22807, or msy be delivered
to The Breeze office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South
Main streets.
Categories Include personals, for sals,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
roommates, lost, snd found.
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Doonesbury

wsmweorcapfm.
VHAT00
W/KAN, mtisDomAoe
(TfUL WKAHMm.SDCANT\
THROUGH, 66TANY0FHISCAUS
PUCKS*

For sale
Surplus Jssps, cars snd trucks available.
Many ssll for under $200. Cell
312-742-1143 Ext. 5000 for Information on
how to purchase.
Diablo Utter Quality Printer, Model 030,
virtually new, Interfaces with Appls and
all other computers. IBM typewriter
quality print. Call 434-0592.

HEY. BW, DO i sonetieomHA^B TO FAINT PBKNT.ICAN
WAPICWRBT RAJSFMCASH.

\VePROJECTIS AlLINKPIS
D6AD'Wmjf5 *50,000DB/Or
' HONTWUCHITI opmffMtm
1 —''
-'
1

ISUBAR,SIP,THATS
•YOtfRS All I N£BP. IF I PONT
PRBAM- TURN IT INTO *I0MIIUQH
INS.KIP. BYN&TMOtMY.lU
PAY YOU BACK P0W£!
\

ifOmUONBY
NBX1'MONDAY?

UH.0HW

HOWP0Y0UPROF0SS10P0THAT?

STOCK
MARKET.

./

I

HJOUPI
COMBALl
THE MY OUT
HERE IF I

OMKROOMIOi.
CORALMOTBL,
ACROSS THE
STFEBTIN
TEH MINUTES.

H&.mOKAY, AOWWMAHI
le&irmsMAU.
HAVEMA66C BUS. JUST HAVE
/mwr/T/N
PRAM/UP A
A PAPER SACK.
CHECK\
\

iu.Brm.ni

Ten speed bike — Raleigh Rampar I
Racer, new. 234-8247.
Blue duck shoes, size 9, price negotiable.
Teresa, 5482.
Male housing contract available for spring. Call Mike, 5539.
Ski bindings. 1 year old Spademan. Many
pairs. 818 pair. Call 433-3680 or on campus 5828.
Ski boots, Kastlnger XL Utos. Size 10V4.
Two buckle design. $75.4334740.
Skis, K2 710-FO competition 200 cm,
tyrolla 360-R. Bindings with brakes. Also
matching K2 competition poles, used
very little. All for $230 (new $430).
4334740.

vou
ROCC0?
I

MAYBE.
UH0UAM5
TO KNOW*

PUKB.ISOSENT
ne. IUNDERSVW
Y0UHAVESOMB
Y0U6OT
M&CHANXSem
THE MONEY*

swum. \

PfPtfT?^

Female campus housing contract. Contact Linda 7321 or 6626 or Box 1762.

For rent
Harris Qardena Apts. Students welcome.
1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. Start at $222 per
month. All utilities Included. 1 year
leases. Contact: Bob Rivera, 9-5 Mon-Frl,
4344569.
Faculty: 6 rooms, bath and a half, nsar
college. Oct. 1st possession. 434-6623 or
4344729.
Desirable student housing — near campus. 2344247 after 6 p.m.
Female roommates wanted for a large
house of female students three blocks
from campus. $120 per month. Heat,
sewer and water Included. Call Robert at
898-1500. After 6:00 p.m. call 433-1013.
Madison Square, Phase II, Is now accepting renters for second semester. Designed for students, fully furnished, cable
T.V., air conditioning, washer snd dryer,
dishwasher, etc. On South Msln Street,
three blocks from campus. Form your
own group of five or let us help you find
roommates. Call Robsrt, Dave or Rich et
898-1500 or 433-1013 after 5:00 p.m.
House — stop of Pleasant Hill Rd. near
Showalter entrance. Access to school
bus. Avallabls spring semester. Cell for
mors Info. 4334761.
Room tor rent 3 blocks from csmpus. Call
Karla, 434-1760.
Mais wanted to shsrs 2 bedroom spsrtmsnt 1 mile from csmpus. Jsn.-July for
$140 a month or Jan.-May for $160 a
month. 4334545.

Help wanted
Overseas Jobs — Summer /year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia All
fislds. $50041200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC, Box 52-VA4, Corone
Del Msr, CA 92625.
Esm $800 or more eech school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on csmpus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well.
8004264683.
Process msll at home! $30 per hundred!
No experience. Pert or full time. Start Immediately. Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Haiku Distributors,
115 Walpalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 98708.

Services
Profeeslonal Typing. Call Mary Lou
Qlick, 8794962; Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Abortion — outpatient services, birth
control end options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services — s clinic for women.
Conveniently locsted nesr 141 in
Hagerstown, MD. For information or appointment call collect (301) 733-2400.

Room. Dirt cheap, nice place. Vi mile
from campus. 434-7801.

Typing Service —19 year experience. .90/
page. Mrs. Price, 8794935.

Housemate wanted, next eemester, $80
plus utllltlss, 1 block from JMU. Private
bedroom, shared bath, kitchen and living
room. Male or female. 434-9852, J.J.

lands lor dances, parties, and formats;
csll Lsspfrog Entertalnmsnt, (703)
7404464.

Experienced typist — Campus pick up
and delivery weekdey mornlnga,
434-7506.

Loet

Experienced typist wants to type your
papers. $1 per pege. Cell Stephanie st
434-9758.

1 email make-up baa, and 1 larger bag
with shoes In It. Left In Chandler parking lot on Tuesday morning. If found,
plsass call 7313.

Abortion Reelhiee - Suction - baby Is
torn apart and removed via a powerful
vacuum machine. D & C — baby la sliced
Into pieces and then removed from the
womb. Saline — baby Is poisoned snd
burned to death with a salt solution. For
more Information write Right to Life, Box
296, Kensington, MD 20895. For free help
with s problem pregnancy cell toll free
14004924630.

Would the person who took my ski vest,
keys and I.D. from Thets Chi November
18th PLEASE return my keys!
Trt Sigma sorority pin. If found please
call Use, 7483.
glasses with case. Phone 7122
or Box 3234.

Get personal!
Tell someone special something special with
a personal ad in The Breeze. It's the perfect
way to get your message across. Just write
out your message, put it in an envelope with
$1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words, and
so on. The#5ust mail it to The Breeze,
Communication Arts department, or drop
it by our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall. It's easy, it's fun, and who
knows? Someone just might get personal
right back!
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MY, OH MY!
ALL THAT
HOSEOUV
FORME*

Wanted
tor 2nd MfflMtw. Single person to Hvo
In private room 2 Moot* from campus.
Full kitchen, oft-itroot parking. R—pond
with name, box numbor and phono
numbor to: Room, Box 3028.

i

/NHATVN.MAN!
H>KJW5?H0LD A HALF MIL
IT.PAL.ITIUAS JVSTD0N7
SUPPOSSDT0
BUYUHATIT
BE 12 KILOS! USED TO..
/

THATS RIGHT,
MM. K) KILOS
TO YOU FROM
BOGOTA wm
L0VE!\

ITS A VERY POPULAR

mjwom rwM.mi. em we BUTCARS0NS ¥EAH,9UTHIS
mm SORT THERESACOKEJOKZ B&NOHVA- GUESTHOSTS
HAVBALLBEBH
OF etwee. ONTHE*IOM6HTSH«\ CAWNALL
ISTHATf
I

CW/WJUMPS 10%
\

Anybody with a high vote* and a one-beer
toloranca. Must have Intoroat In Florida
and ability to looo at backgammon.
Virgins with axparlanco preferred. No
personality necessary, will supply.
Anyone mooting thla criteria contact the
Duck of Shenandoah. "Find Mo
Somebody to Love."

GtyfaA*;^

Female roommate to share furnished 3
bedroom Squire Hill townhouae with 2
others. Call 4334630.
Female wanted: Share 2 bedroom, furnished apartment with same. Available
Immedlotaly! Ront: $147.50 a month, Includes partial utilities. Coll Becky B.,
433*752.
s

IT

tl/ELL, EVERY- MAIM
THlNGSEEMS T0PLEASE.
TDBEINORMAN.
DERHER3..

*% ■:>■■: fti7 ^ A __-

-

MATTIDONTBEUEte
THIS! XXIARE REALLY
DUMB, YOU mm'WAT, TAKE IT
MAN?Y0UAREUNOR LEAVE
BEUEVABIY DUMB! IT. FELLAH.

IF THIS MERE
AREALCOKE
DEAL,Y0t/P
BE A DEAD A REALl MAN! CORE
DEAL?

^^
fffmi

Sk
y^\
7-T-

=

iiaijSL nL-^l 1
\*jft V^-—Jw Jf

iS^

Male needed to share Holly Court Apt.
Own room, only $81 monthly. Call Scott,
4334614.

\

wsismAm-

WHEREHEAR
A HALF MIL!

RIGHT. ITS FIFTY
GRAND, A DOWN
PAYMENT. YOUlL
GETTHERESTAFTERIM0V5THE
STUFF. ^->.

^^^V^^HI

M / F atudont wanted to share house.
Virginia Avo., $135 a month plus utilities.
4334726.

SUoral Wlnterbreak ski trip to Kllllngton
or Smuggler's Notch ski resorts In Vermont: 5 days, 5 nights lodging In
slopeslde condos with kitchens, and
nightly parties from $156. CALL (804)
0704105 COLLECT, aak for NANCY. Go
with friends or organize • small group
and ski for free.

HFY.miTA
MINUTE, PAL!

jS?l\j

Crabs for Entomology students. Please
send hood and body lice to Coma, P.O.
Box 737.

Personals

00N6DBL0RBAN.
V

MONTH!

ITSBEENGRm IWOULDNTGO
P0mBUSINESS C0UNT1N6Y0UR
immmifiRs. oscARsom
l I'LL SEND YOU
YET, MR.
* TCKETSVTHE
DUKE.\
I PREMIERE!

WHAT DO
Y0UMEAN
BYTHAt,
PAL1.
i

6&fiida*ZZ.
LETS PUT IT THIS
YOUBURNED
WAY. WHATSTHE
ME! YW
WORSTPOSSIBLE
CRESPSSOW
NEAISWCOULD
MEI0KIL0S
RECEIVE RIGHT NOW? 0FSV6AR!
I

NOPE.
WORSE
THAN
THAT.

6000
GUESS,
THOUGH.
TRY
AGAIN.

^

Aow.m.

Y0UHE CLOSE WWElL&VE
COPS. ENOUGH? mom.

\

\

\
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Cool Rays, Sunday, Cool Rays, Sunday
December 5th. Special guests: Transistors.
Richard Heor — Keep up the good work
and keep reading.

G&fite**.

A — Who aro you?! Curiously youra,
Sam.
Paid, Sandy, Rusty, Sharon, Jim, Debbie,
John, Robyn — You all are the greatest I
Thank you. Joyce and Kirk.

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland

Congratulations now Brothers of Delta
Sigma PI! We look forward to working
with you! Brothers of DoRa Sigma PI.
The Volleyball Team — You guys are
groat! Thanks for being there when the
going got tough I Love ya, The Woof era.
Sponsor night at J.M.'al This Thursday.
Sound system and Jockey supplied. 50a
cover. Be there! Sponsored by Delta
Sigma PI.
No, 42, We think you're groat! We're wotchina you, no matter whore you aro.
Fondly, Two Short Admirers.
Scoop — I'm so proud of you! I'm behind
you all the way as long as you atop serving molted plastic containers and broken
glass tor dlnnner. Al.
Saturday NHe: Extravabanzal! Event of
season — O.K. Banzai.

woman, I love your body

whoever you are.

Mlehew — Thanks for the winning Idea
— seems like It worked out right well,
huh? So when are we going to the Steak
House? I'm getting Impatient, sis! Love,
Chuck
Caution — Watch out for Swiss Miss
pudding attacks In Anthony-Seeger's
main hall. It wasn't my fault, Vlkki. Trlxle
made me do it — she really did...
Cath and Steve — This constant work
has got to atop! I've hardly seen either of
you all week. As sdon as I get some
sleep, let's make definite plans to have
fun for a change! JtMo

D00HESBURT
fyGfifadwo

will be disappearing
soon. But wait I New
comics and new
laughs are on the
way! Watch this
space!
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f\\DearAbby:
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announcements

I can type, but my
editor says I can't
monkey around with
the university van.
I'm hoping you can
help me pass the
word along that The
Breeze needs a driver
for next semester.

And they don't pay in
bananas, either.

CHRISTMAS TREE LIQHTINQ

JMU SKI CLUB

The annual Christmas Traa Lighting Ceremony will
ba Oac. 10 at • p.m. In the WCC. The Braaa Ensemble
and tha JMU Chorele will provlda apaclal music prior to
and daring tha oaramony.

Tha JMU Ski Club meets every Tueaday at 9 pirn, la
tha North Ballroom.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
8aturday maaaaa ara hold at S p.m. In room 0 of tha
Warran Campus Cantar. Sunday maaaaa ara hald at
10:30 am. and noon In tha Ballroom of tha WCC.
Thara will ba a reconciliation aarvlca Oac. 6 at 7 p.m
In tha CCM houaa.
Maaa for tha Immaculata Conception will ba Oac. 8
at 8:30 and 7 p.m. In room 0 of tha WCC.

PLACEMENT CENTER
Resume and cover latter review.: typed, ready to ba
printed reeumee will ba critiqued on a walk-In bails
Thursday! 9 to 11:30 a.m.
Federal Summer Employment Program: Summer Job
Announcement 414 should ba available by tha second
tweak In January. No written teat Is required except par
formance tests that tha agencies may administer for
typing positions.- Announcement! will ba available In
tha CPftP office.
|

TALENT SEARCH

Tell your readers to, contact
Chris Kouba at 433-6127
or comtfjfby the Breeze
office in AnthonySeeger Hail.
They'll go ape
over the
opportunity!

OUTING CLUB
Anyone interested In hiking, caving, camping Mc.
come to the Outing Club meetings held Wedneedays si
9:10 p.m. In Biackweii Auditorium In Moody Hall.

7

Becorrjtog artist Denelce Williams will |om other top
namaa In tha entertainment Induatry In Judging the National Finals of tha All-Amerlcan Collegiate Talent
Search. March 26, 1063 at New Maxloo University. En
tries tor tha competition ara being accepted now
through Cab. 11. For more Information write ACTS, Box
3ACT, New Maxloo Stats University, Las Crucee, N.M.
66003. or call (506) 640-4413.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
tone, a Christian fellowship supported by the First
Presbyterian Church, meats for Bible study and discussion every Tuesday at 7 p.m. In tha meaanlne of the
WCC.

TEST FILE
Anyone In need of old tests form which to study can
find them In the llbrery at the reeerve deak. Teats are
filed according to teachers and can ba checked out
anytime.

MENTAL HEALTH TRAINEESHIPS
-

Undergraduate, graduating seniors and new collage
graduates are invited to apply for full-year preprofeaslonal mental health tralneeehlps and short-term externehlps providing training and experience with mentally and emotionally handicapped children, youth and
young adults preeenting problems Of adtuetments and
learning, information and applleattons are available
from Dr. Henry Plaft, Director of Devereux Foundation
institute of Clinical Training and ".aeiarch, 19 South
Waterloo Rd , Box 400, Devon FA (Tel: 219-2994909).

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
There ami ba a meeting tor all proepecttve members
Dec. 9 at 9 p.m. In room C of tha WCC. AU those interacted in being In the International Bualnsaa Club
are welooms to attend. Elections will be held.

PHYSICS SEMINAR
Dr. Randy J Fear will give a eeminar called
and Conetructloh Of • Photoalectrtc
System." Dec. 6 at 4:30 p.m. In Malar 109.

ALPHA EPSILON RHO
Alpha Epatlon Rho wtH hold Its leal meeting of tha
semester Dec. 2 at 6 p.m In room B of tha WCC. Contact Carol Wright. AERho P.O. Box 4174 If you cannot

WINTER CELEBRATION DANCE

— Signed, y
|Thc primatc-ivi
advertiser

Tha Inter-Hall Council la sponsoring tha 3rd Annual
Winter Celebration, Dec. 4 from 630 p.m. to 1*30 am.
in Godwin Hall. Advance tickets are 90 par couple and
$2.50 for single and are on sale In the IHC office In the
WCCandlnreskJe«KehallsfromT1a.m.to2p.m.The
band la Power Play. Food and beverages are provided.

BRITTLE BONES NIGHT
PanheHanlc and IFC are eponeoring "Brittle Bones"
night at J.M.'s, Dec. 9. Cover charge will ba SO cents.
All proceeds go to the American Brittle Bonee Society

-CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Navigators Christian Fellowship Is having a rally
Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. In room D of tha WCC

MEDICAL HEALTH SOCIETY
Ths) M#d»c*l AIIMKJ HaMRft SocHBty will heWS) a fMBfl
trip to Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Cantar, Oac 7.
Meet behind Burruee Hail at 12:19 p.m.
Or. Devte will ba apsaktng on preparing tor medical
schools and tha pre-med program JMU offers, Dec. 9 at
6 p.m. In Burruss 114.

ESCORT SERVICE
MARCHING ROYAL DUKES
Tk.
taaamaaam lisifaJTin
I la»J**a»araatw "
—■. •
mm Jmmmm
mwmmmmmt VffHWBVIf
MM LI*-«Ml ly- nojm
Dukae wW praaanl a oonoart entKled "ttadkan
Echoaa." Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m. In Oodwtn Han. The concert will feature au muato aartonsiad by the JMU
Baakatball Pap Band, the Royal Dukes Color Quart
and tha Drum Una. Kappa Kappa Pal, the band fraternity la eponeoring It and the admlaalon Is 92, with s $1
charge for JMU students and Mgh eohoof bandemen.

*ms2
Need A Gift ?

r-\

'

L ■

•for a roommate who has put up with you
all fall or a kid brother at home.
•Packs (Cannondale • the best)
•Bike Accessories
•Cycling Hats
10% Off
for all JMU'ers
Call 434-9484
40 S. Liberty St.
around the corner
from Spanky's
SSfflBB

%r°-

EARN$$$$
DURING tHE
HOLIDAY
BREAK

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Saturday Adoption will take the kids to see the
Christmas parade, Dec. 4 from noon to 4 p.m. Meat at
the BSU at 10:15 a.m.
Tha Brothers' Breakfast will ba Oac. 4 at 930 a.m.

The fraternlttee of Alpha CM Rho and Theta CM ara
offering a free eecort service. Tha operational hours
are as follows: AXP, Monday through Thursday from 9
until midnight, phone 6697; Theta CM, Friday through
Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2 am. and Sunday from 9 until
midnight, phone 9799.

TEACHERS ORGANIZATION
The Foreign and Domeetlc Teaohera Organization
needs) teacher applicants In all fields from
kindergarten through college to tin over five hundred
tMontfiQ VMCMTKNW both at noniB) and sDfosxi. Pot*
mots) hifonnatKMi writ* th# Poftland OfSJOjon BsjtitK
Buatnasa Bureau or the NatJonaf Tiaohafa Placement
Agency. Universal Teechers, Box 9231.
Oregon 97209.

THE CASUALS
Featuring Johnny Sportcoat
at The Other Place
Saturday, December 4 at 9:0ty
Album Signing Party
The new Casuals album "Walk Faster" available for
the first time

R0ADDUCKS
appearing Thursday and Friday at

THE OTHER PLACE
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Viewpoint—
ABC laws

Legal loopholes
"The best way to get a bad law repealed is to enforce it strictly"
— Abraham Lincoln
We think Lincoln's wisdom will manifest itself in the Virginia
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission's decision to enforce its
no-tickets-for-beer law here. Enforcement, as we have said
before, could virtually end open fraternity and sorority parties
because the groups could not pay for alcohol without ticket sales.
We think that without the parties, students would be more
likely to put themselves and others in danger by driving off campus to drink and trying to drive back. If our fears became reality,
perhaps the law would be relaxed. Then again, we don't want to
find out. So let's not!
A student who doesn't wish to be applauded publicly has offered some ABC loopholes. As far as we can tell they are legal.
They also could prove to be fun.
• Greeks could have parties and charge for the entertainment.
Get a band together, a comedian, or perhaps a talented record
player and sell tickets to the show.
• Have a raffle party. Buy a raffle ticket at the door and you
can enter to await the grand drawing. The student who approached us suggested first prize be a dirty sock. Hopefully a bit
more imagination could come into play, but you get the idea.
Incidentally, at parties such as these the hosts could offer
refreshments — purchased with in-house money, of course.
We're sure others have studied alternatives to the ABC enforcement. If you have other good ideas, pass them along to us.
This could be a lively and law-abiding — and safe — campus
ye^
'
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze's editor, Chris Kouba;
managing editor, Jill Howard; and editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It
was written by the editorial editor.

MxMUt
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Hunting: No sport in squeeze of a trigger
By JILL HOWARD
, There's an old newspaper saying
that when a dog bites a man, that
isn't news, but when a man bit
dog, that's news. The reasoning1
somewhat similar when it comes
news coverage of hunting season.
When one hunter is killed in a day,
headlines proclaim tragedy, but
when 600 deer are killed in a day,
headlines proclaim joy.
Something is wrong here.
I have never been able to unc
tand the pleasure people re
from killing animals. Hunters and
outdoor writers talk about blowing
animals' brains out with almost
orgasmic satisfaction. (And the correlation between hunting and insecure men's need to dominate has
not gone unnoticed.) If murderers
talk about their human victims the
same way hunters talk about their
non-human victims, they're labeled
"sick" or mentally deficient and are
either committed, executed, or locked up for life. Why, then, are
hunters praised for their equally
violent and destructive behavior?
I'll answer my own question:
because when people kill people it's
considered horrible because human
beings can identify with the unfortunate victim. But when an animal is
killed, most people do not identify
with its life and therefore do not
sympathize with its death.
There are deviations from this

people/animals sympathy theory. It
for people to feel more
i of their dog than
Ustranger. But by
are considered
race, to be
i, and during cerr, killed for fun.
A per^ctlfyftjragic, example of
howpttH 's attttudes toward killing
*s human or
notflfciMSr^statyifc^Sbanges was
found JPJUK-flWpM^sue ofthe

Palt^Ne^-RefoS^ fl^lallie
headline ovthe//rpnt page of the
local' section declared, "Hunter
Dies; Deer Count Holds Steady." A
22-year-old hunter was killed by a
member ofvhis-^ra hutting party
when his friend mistook him for a
turkey in the brush, fired, and shot
him in the back. Y\.
\ '
The hunter would Have thought
nothing of killing a turkey. He
thought that's what he was doing.
But when his victim turned out to be
a man, suddenly it was all wrong.
The act of killing became an act of
murder. I frjhkjy don't make a
distinction between the two tends;
when someone intentionally kills, except in self-defense, whether the victim is human or nehhuman does not
decrease my sorrow that it lost its life
because someone wanted to kill.
The desire to kill is undoubtedly
complex. And while some hunters
argue that they eat or skin what they

kill, the fact remains that the vast
majority of hunters do not need to
kill. They want to. Use of the carcass
is secondary. Hunting is primarily
playtime, complete with cold
chewing tobacco and team play
But hunting is not a sport. S
implies willing participation
evenly matched opponents,
matter what Field and Strea,
about the CIA-like cunning
squirrels and the ESP of wl
deer, no .animal, human
nonhuman, is a fanhunter with electronic scopes
chemical scents, camouflage and
high-powered rifle who is hellon adding another animal sticker
his pickup truck~w
Hunted animals are
ponents. They are not "the
to be flushed out and br
justice* in some madeup war game
Outdoor magazines relish these fantasies, but in reality animals are
nothing more than victims. /
I think hunters avoid acknowledging the brutality ofHieir actions by
making up these "I Brought Down
the Big Bad Bear" stories found in
so many magazines. They need to
create a combat situation in the middle of usually peaceful wilderness.
They also feel a need to use words
like "take," "bag," and "harvest"
when what they really mean is kill,
murder, and assassinate. But it
seems we are only willing to accept

those words when people are killed.
Once again, the identity of the victim
changes our reaction to death.
The Nov. 16 Daily News-Record
reported that an 8-year-old boy had
killed a 78-lb. (gutted) deer on his
first day hunting. The idea of
>arents teaching their young
children to kill in such a way horified me. Whatever happened to the
'live and let live" and "thou shalt
not kill" lessons we're supposed to
teach children to make the world a
little more civilized? Violence
toward animals and people alike is
going to continue as long as society
condones, much less teaches, that
some kinds of killing (with guns, no
less) are OK. Where do we draw the

K

you want to be close to nature,
a walk in the woods. Take your
if you want to take a piece of
experience home with you. But
take a rifle, or bow and arrow,
and make the woods a bloody,
dangerous nightmare. Leave the
animals alone. Someone once said,
"the nature of nature is to take care
of itself.*' Overpopulation is not
your concern. Birth control by bullet
is just another excuse to kill. Enjoy
and learn from nature, don't destroy
it.
When it comes to hunting, there is
no fair game.
____„__
//// Howard is managing editor of
The Breeze.
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Readers' Forum
Abortion: A question of free choice...
To the editor:

I am writing in response
to a letter printed in the
Nov. 22 issue of The Breeze
that objected to abortion.
The letter was filled with
sensationalist adjectives that
detracted from the facts.
Certainly abortion techniques are not pretty, but
neither are they comparable
with gas chambers, as
Christina Weaver implies.
Abortions are not always
performed near the end of a
pregnancy either. In many
states abortion is legal only
during the first trimester of
pregnancy, except in cases
of rape or health problems.
Abortion is an emotional
issue, and it is the duty of
those who write about it to
give a balanced, rational
picture of what it truly
means.
Abortion, above all,
means choice. It is a sad fact
that there are countless
children born that are unwanted, abused by loveless
parents, or neglected by
parents incapable of caring
for them.
Let us remember who the
women are who are having

abortions. They are not people who "slaughter"
"scores of innocent
babies." They are teenage
girls, welfare mothers, unwed women, older women,
and people unable to support more children.
These are not killers.
They are women (and their
men) struggling to cope with
a difficult world. All too
often, children are a burden
they cannot cope with. It is
not true, as Ms. Weaver
says, that having a child only requires four months of
limited activities after which
the mother "can have 'her
body'
back,
now
improved."
If Ms. Weaver is advocating adoption, that is a
separate issue with its own
lengthy problems. If,
however, she is saying that
that is all there is to having a
baby, she should think
again. As anyone who has
had experiences with babies
and children knows, raising
children entails far more
than surviving an often
hazardous pregnancy.
Children are God's gift to
all of us, but unwanted,

neglected, and abused
children are scourges to
humanity.
I am not advocating abortion. Faced with the dilemma of an unwanted
pregnancy, I would probably choose to have the

Child. What 1 am advocating
is the freedom of choice.
There is not a person alive
who has the right to judge
another woman and her
needs. Consequently,
anyone who denies one

woman the right to abortion
because she feels it is wrong
for herself is, in my opinion,
making a grave error. We
were given free will — no
one should take it away.
Linda BelU

... or false information?
To the editor:

I am writing to express my sincere thanks
to Christina Weaver for her letter denouncing abortion. I, too, was shocked and
disturbed by advertisements for abortion in
The Breeze. I commend Christina for
presenting the other side of this critical
issue. Her effort instigated me to write and
express my opinion.
I feel that many people are gravely deceived by abortion propaganda. The ugly reality
of abortion is covered up by euphemisms
and medical terminology. You can make
anything sound OK, and besides, abortion
must be OK if it's legal.
I encourage people to be wary of this type
of reasoning—and to think it out for
yourselves. Far too often young, desperate
women fall prey to this faulty reasoning
without ever being presented the other side.
They are told that haying an abortion is the
"right" thing to do and may well come to
believe it.

They too are victims like the aborted child
— however, they are not so helpless. I wish
that women were encouraged to have their
children more often, instead of being
"counseled" to kill them. How very sad it is
that other things, such as careers, convenience and money, are considered more important than human life.
No one has the right to take the Ufe of
another person. It is beyond my understanding how people do not consider a baby to
be a person when it is inside its mother's
womb, yet do consider it a person when it is
visible. To these people, I pose these questions: If it is not a person — what is it? If it
• is not alive, then why must it be killed?
Abortion does not "do away" with some
vague clump of cells. Abortion kills precious
children. Don't be deceived.
Maura Costello

Ellen Law comes first

Ethics overlooked in decision
to publish names in policefile

To the editor:

To the editor:

I am responding to the article, "Following God's Call" (The
Breeze, Nov. 18), in which Enten Eller describes how God has led him
to not register for the draft. I feel it necessary to make a few points
that my conscience and respect for a democratic government lead me
to voice.
I am happy for Mr. Eller that he is so strong in his faith. Unfortunately for him we have a separation of church and state in this country. This means that the government — not God — makes the laws for
the people of the United States. In refusing to register for the draft
and saying, "I'm a Christian before I'm a citizen of the U.S.," Mr.
Eller is denying his obligation, as one who enjoys all the benefits of a
free society, to come to the defense of that society if it becomes
necessary.
What Mr. Eller fails to realize is that he can't always have his cake
and eat it too. In how many other countries would he even be allowed
to make such a publicized protest? It seems to me that he is objecting
on religious grounds to a law which is part of the very system that
gives turn the freedom to believe as he does.
Consider what would happen if people with equally strong religious
convictions felt that God, or whatever they might believe in, led them
to not pay their taxes. Would this sit well with the rest of us? In paying
our taxes, we would help educate the objectors' children, maintain the
roads they drive upon, and pay the salaries of the public officials who
would make it possible for these citizens to defend their views.
The meaning of a democratic society is rule by the people.
Theoretically, everyone is supposed to do his or her part in contributing to that society. This includes paying taxes and defending the
country. I respect your right, Mr. Eller, to believe as you do; but isn't
the country that allows you your religious freedom worth defending?
If this were Russia, Mr. Eller, you wouldn't be allowed your religion.
Think about it.
Dara Jennings

I am writing in response to The
Breeze's recent decision to publish
the names of persons arrested on
campus. Like the two previous letters on the subject, I am opposed to
the idea.
The editors of The Breeze say that
they have every right to obtain the
names and charges against those arrested on campus. They claim this
right as being theirs under the
Freedom of Information Act, which
entitles them to public records such
as arrest reports. The Breeze is correct in asserting this right — they do
have it and should not be denied the
right to use it. However, the principle of ethics in journalism is being
overlooked by The Breeze editors in
their effort to make news.
As a student of communications, I
find that it is a sad state of affairs
when a newspaper, in its efforts to
exercise its right of free press, is denying the rights of the individual.
Every person should be afforded the
right to privacy. At a minimum, this
right is being violated when a person's name is printed in The Breeze.
This right must be balanced
against the newspaper's^ right to
report the news. Could not The
Breeze return to covering police

reports and omit the names of the
person(s) involved? I think it could.
As the person who wrote an
anonymous letter to the editor (The
Breeze, Nov. IS) argued, printing
the names of those arrested can be a
form of double punishment. In a
community as small as JMU, it
would not be hard for someone to
suffer a great deal of anguish
because of the mental and verbal
abuse that could result from having
their name published in connection
with a police report. Docs the individual deserve this because of the
decision of a small group of people?
No.
I, like the other writer, do not condone drunken driving or other violations of the law. However, it is not
for us to make judgments about persons we do or do not know just
because their name is mentioned in
The Breeze under the police report.
This is best left to courts and the
judicial system of the university.
For these reasons, I feel that The
Breeze should reverse itself and
return to a policy of providing the
news without having to create the
added burden of embarrassment and
ridicule to the individual involved.
David Schulte
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